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Crocker: You Say There's a Heaven

Wasted Time
-Sarah Blake
TICK. .. TICK. .. TICK

The red blur of the second hand,
A blur as it speeds 'round and 'round,
Again and again.
TICK, TOCK
TICK, TOCK

Three, six, nine
Three, six, nine,
Picking up speed.
TICK, TOCK
TOCK, TICK

Seconds flying by,
Gone before they're here.
TICK. ... TICK. ...TICK

So much wasted time,
Turning the clock into an enemy.
TICK, TOCK

As it robs us of the time,
TOCK

The precious time we should have together.
TICK

TimeAn enemy to be fought against.
TOCK.

You Say There's a Heaven
-Jodi Crocker
You say there's a heaven
Can you see it in the clouds?
I've been reassured all my life
But I have my doubts
How can you convince me
That what you see is real?
When your faith lies in one book
What's the big deal?
You say I have free will
To choose what I believe
And if I choose to turn away
It is only myself I deceive
If I don't believe in "your" God

In "hell" I will burn
Yet with all the "gods" out there
Which way do I turn?
You say heaven is the place
Where everything goes well
And down here on Earth
Is our own personal hell?
Yet, what if this were heaven?
And hell was much worse?
Perhaps a sign from God
Perhaps the devil's curse
Enjoy what you've been given
And stop looking for more
Because tomorrow the hand of death
May come knocking at your door
And when you have nothing left
No heaven nor no hell
You will be completely lost
With no more cause to sell
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For we are only human
And we can never be free
Of the sins of our ancestors
That will never let us be

Haik us
-Karin Carr
To rearrange things
Ocean water builds and folds
Upon the shoreline.

In my dreams and confidences
I will with you share
The secret of heaven ...
There's nobody there

To keep things going
Sunlight travels far from space
And heats up our earth.

Except maybe God
Who's feeling oh so sad
Wondering how to make good
What has gone so bad
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To make more progress
Humans try to tame nature
And spoil all this.
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